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Abstract
In this paper, drag coefficient of infinite quadralobe catalytic particle with non-circular
cross sections has been investigated by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods
and for this purpose FEMLAB Multiphysics V2.3 based on finite element methods have
been used. A new simple correlation for drag coefficient of infinite quadralobe particle
has been established over the range of Reynolds numbers from 0.01 up to 1000.A
comparative study has been made between the numerical results of this study and the
available data in the literature. The predicted drag coefficient of infinite cylinder shows
good agreement with experimental data within a converging quantitative error of less
than 7% up to Reynolds number of 1000. The drag coefficient results for cross flow on
infinite quadralobe particle shows higher value in comparison with cylindrical particle.
In addition, influence of different number of particles (single, two, three and four
particles) and orientation angle of particles on drag coefficient have been investigated.
Keywords: Drag Coefficient, Quadralobe Particle, Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD), Packed Bed

1. Introduction∗
Reliable knowledge of the terminal settling
velocity of particles in quiescent fluids, and
the drag force on particles placed in moving
fluid streams are often required for
equipment design in a wide range in
chemical,
petrochemical,
mineral,
environmental and process industries.
Examples are fixed, trickle and fluidized bed
reactor, pollutant transport in the atmosphere,
pneumatic and hydraulic conveying of coarse
particles, liquid-solid separation and
classification techniques, etc. [1].
For simulation of particles moving through
∗ Corresponding author: hashemabadi@iust.ac.ir
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the fluids or flow moving over them, detailed
information of the drag force acting on these
particles is necessary. Basically, drag
coefficient correlations are important design
parameters in many phase-separators. Many
relationships have been developed and
presented in the literature relating the drag
coefficient (Cd) as a function of Reynolds
number (Re) for spherical particles. These
correlations are complex and contain many
arbitrary constants. Two good reviews have
been published by Clift et al. [2] and Khan
and Richardson [3] for spherical bodies drag
coefficient correlations. A comparison
between most of these correlations for
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spheres shows relatively low deviations [4].
The steady-state free-fall conditions of
isolated groups of ordered packed spheres
moving through Newtonian fluids have been
studied experimentally by Tran-Cong
et al. [5].
In the case of non-spherical particles, less
information can be found in the published
literature [6-8]. By least squares fitting, an
approximate solution to the equation of
motion governing Stokes flow past a number
of isolated closed bodies such as cylinders
and cones was obtained by Bowen and
Masliyah [9]. A number of empirical
correlations have been proposed for regular
polyhedrons by Pettyjohn and Christiansen
[10] and Haider and Levenspiel [11]. Haider
and Levenspiel [11] presented a generalized
drag coefficient versus Reynolds for nonspherical particles. They used the concept of
sphericity to account for the particle shape.
Predictions by their correlation showed
relatively poor accuracy for particles with
sphericity equal to 0.67, therefore, some
authors [12-15] attempted to improve the
accuracy of the Haider and Levenspiel [11]
correlations. Chien [12] and Hartman et al.
[13] used the sphericity as shape factor, and a
different approach was presented by
Thompson and Clark [14]. These authors
defined a shape factor, which is simply the
ratio of the drag coefficient for the nonspherical particle to that of a sphere one, both
evaluated at Re=1000. Two-dimensional
flow around a circular cylinder located in a
laminar crossflow for the Reynolds number
range 10-4≥ Re≥ 200 was presented
numerically byLangeet al. [16]. Gabitto and
Tsouris [17] also reported a correlation to
calculate explicitly terminal velocities for

particles of different shapes. Chhabra et al.
[1] collected experimental results of 19
independent studies comprising several
different particle shapes, including cylinders.
The resulting data base consisted of 1900
experimental points covering wide ranges of
physical properties and kinematic conditions.
Considerable research effort has been
expended in developing reliable and accurate
predictive methods for estimating the drag
force on the free falling velocity of particles
in fluids. However, only averaged correlation
of the drag coefficient for different particle
shapes is available.
The laminar, two-dimensional flow around a
particle located in a spatially and time
constant velocity field has been of
continuous interest to researchers involved in
basic fluid mechanics. Because of common
complexity in particles geometry, most
numerical and experimental studies have
investigated infinite particles such as
cylinders [18]. Batchelor [19] derived an
approximate expression for the drag of long
cylinders with the symmetry axis both
parallel and perpendicular to the flow.
Compared with the flow past an infinite
cylinder, there are remarkably few
publications on drag force of other infinite
complex particles. In addition to the viscosity
of the medium, and the density of the fluid
medium, drag coefficient of particle is
strongly influenced by its size, shape and
orientation with respect to flow direction.
Indeed, the lack of unambiguous measure of
shape, size and orientation during the settling
of a non-spherical particle appears to be the
main obstacle in developing universally
applicable correlations. Currently efforts are
directed at the development of a single
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correlationn for all shaapes and orientation of
o
non-spheriical particcles. Obviiously, thiis
approach tends
t
to bee less accurrate than thhe
specific shhape correllation, but nonethelesss
appears too be morre attractivve from an
a
engineering applicatioon view.
Hydro-treaating catalysts come inn many sizees
and shapess dependingg on the applications annd
manufacturrer. The size
s
and shhape of thhe
catalyst piieces are im
mportant sppecificationns
that requirre quantificcation. Com
mmon shapees
include sphheres, pelleets, cylinderrs and trilobbe
and quadraalobe shapeed pieces. Hashemabad
H
di
and Mirhashemi [20] studied num
merically thhe
drag coeefficient of
o multilobbe catalyst
particles. Bazmi
B
et al . [21] deveeloped, baseed
on slit model,
m
a pellet
p
scalee model foor
calculationn of drag foorce imposeed on trilobbe
catalyst paarticles in a packed bed reactoor.
They propoosed some corrections
c
to the Erguun
equation constants
c
inn various coonditions foor
trilobe partticles.
This work aims to preedict the draag coefficiennt
of single and multti quadraloobe catalyst
particles
using
Computatioonal
Fluiid
Dynamics (CFD) tecchniques. This
T
speciaal
extrudate catalyst is widelyy used in
i
desulphurization
process..
Duue
tothewidesspread usagge of this prrocess and a
few studiees that havve been done
d
on thhe
quadralobee, this papper presents new draag
coefficientt for this paarticle and influence of
o

(a)

orieentation of particles onn it. To do
o so, the
follo
owing appproach is followed. First, a
bencchmark iss performeed to assess the
hyd
drodynamic simulation capabilitiees of the
CFD
D simulationns. In this bbenchmark, the drag
forcce of infinnite circulaar cylinderr in an
infin
nite domaiin simulateed. The sim
mulation
resu
ults are coompared tto theoreticcal and
experimental data
d
in existing literature in
ordeer to validaate the usee of the sim
mulation
metthod. Seconnd, hydrodyynamic sim
mulations
are performed for
f quadraloobe particlee and the
corrrelation hass been propposed for th
his case.
Furtthermore, the effectt of num
mber of
partticles on drag coeffficient haas been
illusstrated.
G
E
Equation
2. Governing
Fig.. 1 shows the geom
metry of extrudate
e
quad
dralobe catalyst cross section. Du
ue to the
ratio
o of particlle’s length to diameteer being
too large, two dimensionnal (2D) sim
mulation
has been donne. For caalculation of drag
coeffficient of particles,
p
thhe steady-sttate flow
field
d and pressure field have been derived
from
m numericaal solution of continu
uity and
Nav
vier-Stokes motion equuations:

∇⋅ (ρV) = 0

(1)

∇ ⋅ (ρVV) = −∇
∇p + ∇ ⋅[μ t (∇V + ∇V† )]

(2)

(b)

Figure 1. Geometry of quadralobee (a) industriall case, (b) sim
mulation geom
metry.
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The drag force is the component of the fluid
force acting on a particle in the streamwise
(x) direction and normal (y) direction to the
streamwise direction, Fd, and it was
computed by integrating the pressure and
viscous stresses over the surface of a particle:
Fd = Fd,p + Fd ,f = ∫ − pds + ∫ τds
S

(3)

S

The drag force, Fd, experienced by a particle
settling with a uniform velocity, U0, is
proportionalto its kinetic energy:

⎛1
⎞
Fd = Cd Ap ⎜ ρU 02 ⎟
⎝2
⎠

(4)

Where Cd is defined in terms of drag
coefficient. Ap is the projected surface area of
the particle normal to the direction of its
motion and ρ is the density of the fluid. Most
particles of practical interest have irregular
shape. A variety of empirical factors have
been proposed to describe non-spherical
particles and correlate their flow behavior.
Most of the aforementioned studies have
employed the so-called equivalent volume
sphere diameter as the characteristic size and
sphericity to quantify its shape. Thus, all
these expressions are as follows:

f (Re,Cd ,ϕ ) = 0
Where Re is the particle Reynolds number
and ߮ is the sphericity of the particle.
3. CFD Simulation
3-1. Modeling Details

The most important assumptions of the CFD
model are:
• The two-dimensional steady state model
was used.

• An unstructured triangular grid was used.
Moreover, mesh is refined in the regions
close to the particle’s wall due to the
higher gradients in these regions.
• The fluid was assumed incompressible
because the fluid flow in packed beds has
(in practice) very low Mach numbers.
• Both creepy and laminar flow regimes
were studied. To do so, the Reynolds
number (based on approaching velocity
and equivalent particle diameter) was
varied from 0.01 to 1000 to fully cover
range of creepy and laminar flow.
• The model in commercial CFD package
FEMLABMultiphysicsver 2.3, which is
based on the finite element method, was
implemented.
Fig. 2 illustrates four different computational
domains A) infinite cylindrical particle, B, C
and D different number of infinite
quadralobe particle. All particles are
subjected to the following boundary
conditions:
• At inlet: uniform velocity
• At outlet: pressure outlet
• At bottom and top: Symmetry boundary
• At particle surface: No slip condition
3-2. Computational domains

As is pointed out above, due to lack of
sufficient experimental data for validating
drag coefficient of quadralobe particle, the
drag force of infinite circular cylinder in an
infinite domain was simulated (Fig. 2a).
The flow field around the cylinder is
modeled in two dimensions with the axis of
the cylinder perpendicular to the direction of
flow. The cylinder is modeled as a circle and
a rectangular flow domain is created around
the cylinder (Fig. 2a). The upstream and
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downstream lengths are 15 and 30 times the
diameter of the cylinder, respectively. The
width of the flow domain is 20 times the
diameter of the cylinder. Similar to
cylindrical particle, single quadralobe

particle in the same computational domain
has been studied (Fig. 2b). Because of
influence of particles effect on each other,
two, three and four quadralobe particles have
been simulated (Figs. 2c, 2d and 2e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2. (a) Infinite cylindrical particle, (b) Single infinite quadralobe particle, (c) Two infinite quadralobe
particles, (d) Three infinite quadralobe particles, (e) Four infinite quadralobe particles.
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4. Resu
ults and disccussion
4.1. Messh Independ
dency

For messh independdency, the drag
d
coefficcient
results were veriffied by coomparison with
experim
mental workk [22] for three diffeerent
mesh deensities (200000, 330000 and 500000) in
differennt inlet vellocities (seee Fig. 3). The
results show that predictions are betteer at
m
densiities, but deespite the small
s
higher mesh
computaational erroor (approx. 4%) for results
in 500000 mesh deensity in coomparison with
33000 mesh
m
densitty, the compputation tim
me in
this mesh
m
dennsity is much hiigher
(approxximately 25%
% more) than in the 333000
mesh density, so 33000
3
com
mputational cells
have beeen implem
mented in thhis work ass the
optimal mesh denssity in com
mputational time
and accuuracy in ressults.

particle
p
wass to solve thhe problem of circularr
cylinder
c
placed in an innfinite domaain of fluid..
The
T main gooals of this eexercise weere to checkk
th
he mesh sensitivity
s
and to co
ompare thee
numerical
n
solution w
with the correlationn
proposed
p
byy Schlichtiing and Geersten [15]]
and
a experim
mental data [20] in ord
der to checkk
th
he feasibbility for obtaining
g suitablee
numerical
n
results
for
thiss
particlee
(quadralobe
(
). Schlichhting prop
posed thee
following
f
simple correlation for dragg
coefficient
c
o infinite cyylinder:
of
Cd =

[

4-2. Vallidation mod
del

All thee data thaat is produuced by CFD
C
simulatiions are deetermined numerically
n
and
are deppendent on system defined bounndary
conditioons and useer solution parameters.
p
The
first stepp in the solution of fluuid dynamicc and
drag foorce of floow aroundd a quadraalobe

Re → 0

(5))

Where
W
⎡ ⎛ 7.407
4 ⎞⎤
Δ = ⎢ln ⎜
⎟
R ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣ ⎝ Re

Figure 3.. Variation off drag coefficieent with numbber of
cell and Reynolds
R
num
mber.

]

8π
Δ − 0.87 Δ3 + ...
Re

−1

Because
B
thiis work inntends to study Cd off
quadralobe
q
of this rangge of Re, it focuses onn
validation
v
o Reynolds number off 0.01 up too
of
1000.
1
In facct, the CFD simulation
n results aree
presented
p
f low annd medium
for
m Reynoldss
numbers.
n
Fiig. 4 illustrrates drag coefficient,,
denoted
d
by Cd as a fuunction of Re
R number..
The
T CFD reesults have better agreeement thann
Schlichting
S
correlationn in low Reynoldss
number.
n
O
On
the other hand
d, whereass
Schlichtingc
S
correlationiss not appro
opriate, thee
predicted
p
d
drag
coeffficient is in goodd
agreement
a
w
with
experiimental datta within a
converging
c
quantitativee error less than 7% upp
to Reynoldds number of 1000. With thiss
reasonable
r
e
error
it can be conclud
ded that thee
mesh
m
and numerical
n
soolution is suitable
s
forr
prediction
p
o quadralobbe drag coeffficient.
of
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Figure 4. Measured
M
drrag coefficiennt, CD, versuus
Reynolds num
mber, Re.

−1

4-3. Drag coefficient
c
off quadralobe particle

Fig. 1 show
ws the geometry of quuadralobe. It
should be mentionedd that this particle haas
special geometry beccause its loobe’s size is
i
different on
o both siddes. The coorrespondinng
set of data for quaddralobe andd cylinder is
i
shown in Fig.
F 5. As Fig.
F 5 show
ws, at a giveen
Re numberr, the values of drag cooefficient foor
this particcle are higher than the ones foor
cylinder. This dissennsion is higher
h
wheen
o
Reynolds number inncreased. Thhe effect of
a the depparture of particle shappe
each lobe and
from spheericity can be the reaason for thiis
difference.. Furthermoore, the stronng force thaat
flows withh special angle
a
involvved in eacch
lobe is diffferent. This leads to thhe conclusioon
that the structure
s
off lobes annd thereforee,
sphericity is an impportant parrameter thaat
characterizzes the settling of
o irregulaar
particles. Owing to dependenncy of draag
coefficientt of this partticle to its lobe
l
size annd
orientationn in flow domain, with regard to thhe
sphericity directly, this modeel has beeen
simulated for differrent spheriicity. Thesse
results haave been calculatedd for draag
coefficientt of quadrallobe (Fig. 6)
6 in order to
t
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corrrelate an equation. According to the
resu
ults, shown in Fig. 6, a correlation formula
for Cd has beenn obtained w
which relatees to the
Rey
ynolds num
mber and the sphericity
y (ϕ) as
paraameters forr drag forrce of quaadralobe
partticle. Restrictions of appplicability in terms
of Re are given
g
for these corrrelations.
Folllowing the trend obserrved in Fig
gs. 5 and
6, two
t
correlaations of ddrag coefficient of
quad
dralobe forr corresponnding set of CFD
dataa are shownn in Eqs. (66) and (7). As it is
seen
n, Eq. (6) haas been insppired by Sch
hlichting
corrrelation (Eqq. 5):
41 .66π ϕ ⎡ ⎛ 7.407 ⎞ ⎤
<Re<0.5
Cd =
⎢ln ⎜ Re ⎟ ⎥ 0.01<
Re
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝
(6)

9.38
+ 2.504
5 exp( −0.0501ϕ )
Re
0.5<
<Re<1000
Cd =

(7)

Figu
ure 5. Comparrison betweenn the drag coeefficient of
circu
ular cylinder and
a infinite quuadralobe.

Fig..7 depicts the
t CFD caalculated values
v
of
drag
g coefficiennt (Cd) veersus the predicted
p
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values by
b the above equationss, over the raange
of 0.01<
<Re<1000. It is observved that alll the
points are
a very cloose to a linne at 45°(shhown
by the dashed
d
line)). This impllies that theere is
good aggreement between CFD
D data andd the
new correlation
c
function. The aveerage
deviatioon is only abbout 5%.

Figure 6.
6 Variation of
o particle draag coefficient with
different sphericity.

Figure 7.
7 Comparisonn between CF
FD drag coeffi
ficient
and the correlation.

4-4.
4 Influencce oriented aangle of particles

In
I this sectiion, the effeect of angleed particless
toward eachh other onn drag coeefficient iss
considered.
c
First, an aattempt waas made too
resolve
r
twoo-particle pproblem as shown inn
Figure
F
(2C)). In this pproblem, in
nfluence off
swirl
s
angle of
o particle Ω1 (β) on drrag force off
particle
p
Ω2 is
i illustrated. Fig. 8 in
ndicates thee
results
r
of affected particle (Ω2) dragg
coefficient
c
t single paarticle drag coefficientt
to
ratio
r
(Cd/Cd*) against Reynolds number inn
terms of anngle with thhe horizon (β). In thiss
case
c
the ratiio of two paarticles disttance (h) too
equivalent
e
diameter oof quadralobe particlee
(d)
( is equal to two. It iss interesting
g to see thatt
*
th
he value of
o Cd/Cd aat differentt Reynoldss
numbers,
n
Ree, increase w
with β. As it
i is seen inn
Fig.
F 8, in geeneral, withh increasing
g β from 0o
to 270o, draag coefficiennt is decreaased. Theree
is an excepttion in this trend at 45o. Only att
high
h
Reynollds numberrs (Re>0.5),, in case off
β=45°,
β
it is found that tthe drag coeefficient forr
particle
p
Ω2 is enhanceed. This effect,
e
as a
result
r
of thhe situationn of particlles towardss
each
e
other, is attribuuted to hig
gh velocityy
gradient
g
bettween particle and thee fluid. Thee
effect
e
of lobbe structuree can be thee reason forr
th
his excepption. Furtthermore, the dragg
coefficient
c
of particle Ω2 at β=0
0° is muchh
stronger
s
thaan that at β
β=270°. Wh
hen particlee
Ω1 isplacediin back off particle Ω2 (β=270°))
th
here is an obstacle foor fluid. Th
hus, drasticc
reduction
r
haas been creaated.
In
I order too understaand the in
nfluence off
particles
p
arrrangement on flow field, thee
velocity
v
coontours forr two partticles withh
different
d
anngles (β=0°,, 45°, 90°) are shownn
in
n Fig. 9. As
A it is shoown, the fllow patternn
changes
c
c
considerably
y in each angle,,
th
herefore, drag
d
coefficcient chang
ges too. Inn
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calcculated Cd for two paarticles wass higher
than
n the ones for
fo single paarticle.

45° anglee, it is obbserved thhat, gradiennt
velocity annd drag forrce around particles arre
more compplex than gradient
g
vellocity in thhe
other twoo arrangem
ments, thiss causes a
complicateed trend to be
b observedd in this casee.
4-5. Effectoof number of
o particles

Figs.2c, 2dd and 2e shoow arrangem
ment of twoo,
three and four partticles in innfinite flow
w
respectivelly. It shouldd be noted that
t
differennt
arrangemennts can be used, but the distancce
between tw
wo particless is consideered identicaal
in each arrangemennt. Fig. 10
1 indicatees
variation of
o average drag coeffficient wheen
number off particle inncreased. As
A is shownn,
the meann drag coefficient of eacch
arrangemennt decreassed when number of
o
particle inncreased. The
T
only exxception foor
this was observed at Re>10, where thhe

β=90°

Figu
ure 8. Computted result of rrelative drag coefficient
c
*
Cd/C
Cd for a singlee quadralobe.

β=45°

β=0°

Fiigure 9. The velocity
v
contouur for two parrticles with diffferent angle.

Single catalysst

Figure 10. Variation
V
of avverage drag coefficient with Reynolds num
mber for multti particles.
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nce of particles
4-6. Effeect of distan

Fig. 111 indicates variation of distancee of
particles to equivaalent diameeter ratio (h/d)
(
when number of particles
p
is three (Fig. 2d).
At a giiven Reynoolds numbeer, the aveerage
drag coefficient
c
of partiicles in this
arrangem
ment approoaches dragg coefficiennt of
single particle when
w
h/d is increaased.
Actuallyy, the corrrelation for single parrticle
drag cooefficient caannot be ussed for particles
in packked bed annd the bedd porosity and
tortuosity have a crucial effect on bed
pressuree drop.

nfluence off particles nnumber and distance off
in
particles
p
on drag coeffiicient were considered..
With
W
increaasing numbber of partticles, dragg
coefficient
c
o each parrticle is deccreased butt
of
due
d to the enhancemeent of the number off
particles
p
thee drag coeffficient movees toward a
constant
c
num
mber and drrag coefficiient of eachh
particle
p
apprroaches draag coefficien
nt of singlee
particle
p
whiile the distaance betweeen particless
is increasedd. Finally, a new corrrelation iss
proposed
p
f
for
calculatting values of dragg
coefficient
c
( d) of quaadralobe parrticles overr
(C
th
he range of
o 0.01<Ree<1000 (Th
he averagee
deviation
d
is only about 5%).

Nomenclatu
N
ure
Ap
Cd
d
h
p
Re
R
t
U0
V

Projecteed area (m2)
Drag cooefficient
Equivallent diameterr (m)
Distancce of two parrticles (m)
Pressurre (Pa)
Reynoldds Number, ρU0d/μ
Time (ss)
Free floow velocity (m/s)
(
Velocitty (m/s)

Greek
G
Symbolls
Figure 11. Variatioon of drag coefficient with
Reynoldss numberin diffferent h/D

5. Concclusions
CFD sim
mulation haas been appllied to studyy the
drag coefficient off quadralobee particles. The
CFD reesults for cyylindrical particle
p
shoowed
approprriate agreem
ment in coomparison with
reportedd experimenntal data. Furthermore
F
, the
effect of angle of particles
p
tow
ward each other
o
on dragg coefficientt has been investigated
i
d. As
a result, in generall, with incrreasing anglle of
particles from 0o to
t 270o relaative to horrizon
line, draag coefficieent is decreaased. Moreoover,

β

Angle rrelative to ho
orizon

Δ
φ
μ

Term of Eq. 5

τ

Sphericcity
Dynam
mic Viscosity
Densityy (kg/m3)
Shear S
Stress (pa)

Ω

Name oof particle

ρ

Subscripts
S

1,
1 2
d
f
t

Counterr
Drag
Frictionn
Turbuleent

Superscript
S
†
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